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Innovative Partners is a small consulting & training firm based in 
Amsterdam 

We generate with & for our clients New Insights, Inspiration & Ideas in 
relation to complex challenges 

We apply the TRIZ Methodology as we are convinced solutions can be 
found in other domains. Hence we are looking for unusual relevant 
connections: i.e. a person, company or institution which operates in an 
other sector, industry or domain  and does, knows or owns something 
what is of any value for our challenge. 

To find unusual relevant connections Aulive’s Patent Inspiration is the 
most powerful, cost effective and intuitive tool 

Next to using Patent Inspiration in our daily work, we sell licenses and 
train users 

Who are we? 



Patent Inspiration is a visual driven, user friendly web-enabled tool 
for experts like R&D staff, engineers, product developers, scientists 
and innovators enabling them to:

1. Gather information about recent developments in their “own” 
domain ( i.e. sector, industry, competitors and institutes) regarding 
technologies, techniques, inventions and innovations, 

2. Scout for specific information about the area of interest of the 
user like material, technology, process, application etc.

3. Generate New Insights and Ideas regarding one’s complex 
challenges i.e. finding inspiration in unusual domains other than 
the usual domain 

Patent Inspiration



Patent Inspiration
Stop searching, start finding



PatentInspiration accelerates your R&D process
• Supporting the innovation process
• Obtaining competitive intelligence in great detail
• Technology mapping and discovering technology transfer 
opportunities

STRENGTHS

• Unique in text analysis
• Powerful visualizations
• Internally developed (30 man years)
• Hands-on interface
• No background patent knowledge required
• Unique systematic innovation method
• Continuous development
• 69 million patent database engine
• Database updated weekly

FOR WHOM

• R&D managers
• Innovation managers
• Marketing managers
• Strategic managers
• Technology managers
• Scientists
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The PatentInspiration database

• based on the DOCDB database from the EPO (European Patent Office)

• contains bibliographic data from over 90 countries
– Titles

– Abstracts

– Applicants

– Inventors

– Citations

– literature citations

– code classications

– family info 

• updated on a weekly basis

• contains full text (claims & descriptions) of the main searched authorities (WO,EP, US, CA, …)

• Patent images are also available of more than 10 authorities (WO, EP, US, GB, …)

A detailed coverage can be found at http://www.epo.org/searching/data/data/tables/weekly.html, see "Contents and coverage of the DOCDB bibliographic file".

Data coverage
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http://www.epo.org/searching/data/data/tables/weekly.html


Why patents?

Patents are a great source of knowledge to explore:

• Well defined problems with well defined solutions

• Last year over 2 million were published

• Lots of data available (now 69 million in our database)

• Current state of the art of products and processes

• Patents are a window to the future as well

• English text often available

• Well structured by title, abstract, claims, description and

mosaics: ideal for algorithms to data mine with clustering

and Natural Language Processing technologies

• Easy to use for cross industry searches (TRIZ)

• Extracting meaningful patterns and evolutions (TRIZ)

Exploring existing knowledge
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Solvable questions in PatentInspiration

How can I survey 
growing or declining 

competitors?

Who are the 
competitors of my 

clients?

Who are the 
competitors of my 

suppliers?

Can I scan the values 
or characteristics of 
companies that are 

working in my 
domain?

Can I detect or be 
alerted for new 

players?

Can I identify the 
high quality 

patents?

Can I detect high 
temperature ranges 

or other units?

On which
components is my 

competitor
working?

How can I be 
visually inspired by 

designs?
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Solvable questions in PatentInspiration

What is the 
relevant 

knowledge for my 
company?

What are potential 
academic partners 

and contacts?

Who is working on 
the same topics as 

me?

Are there any 
neighbouring 
companies or 
institutions?

Which other 
domains need my 

technology?

Which other 
products can 

inspire my own 
developments?

Can I find new 
products for my 
existing machine 

park?

What are clients in 
other or new 

domains?

Which other 
industries have 

solved my 
problem?
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Solvable questions in PatentInspiration

What are other ways 
to perform my 

(cleaning) process?

How can I be visually 
inspired by designs?

In which direction 
can my product or 

process still evolve?

How can I find new 
materials?

Are there new 
production processes 

for my product?

Which new 
directions are 

patented and what is 
whitespace?

What has been the 
trend of research 
directions in my 

domain?

In which direction 
can my product or 

process still evolve?

What has been the 
trend of research 
directions in my 

domain?
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Typical workflow

Step 1: Defining a patent pool 
Filtering patents

Step 2: Analyzing data 
Analyzing relevant filtered data

(Applicants, Domains, Activity, Inventors, Country, Problems, Fields etc)

Step 3: Processing information
View and study the results of the analysis or export

(graphics, PowerPoint, Excel)
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Defining a patent pool

Applicant filter

Code filter (Cleaning devices for teeth)

Keyword filter

Number filter

Combination of filters

Combine operators
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• 3 different views

Viewing results
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Processing information

Exporting to other software:
14



• Each visualisation is interactive

• Quickly explore data of an analysis

Viewing analysis results
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Patent alerts

3.Type ‘water purification’ as Title and choose Weekly as Frequency

1.Type “water purification” and click on Search

2.Go to Actions and select Create Alert

4. Goto settings and click on Alerts to get an overview

Example: Get each week the new patents related to “water purification”
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• Public

• Team (only for Team and Company license)

• Private (default)

– Option: give list of users that may view/edit report

Share reports
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Support

http://support.patentinspiration.com
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http://support.patentinspiration.com/


Patent Inspiration is based on TRIZ. TRIZ includes a practical methodology, tool sets, a 
knowledge base, and model-based technology for generating innovative solutions for 
problem solving. It is intended for application in problem formulation, system analysis, 
failure analysis, and patterns of system evolution (next generation product or market).

The research has produced three primary findings:

• problems and solutions are repeated across industries and sciences

• patterns of technical evolution are also repeated across industries and sciences

• the innovations used scientific effects outside the field in which they were developed

TRIZ presents a systematic approach for understanding and defining challenging problems: 
difficult problems require inventive new perspectives, and TRIZ provides a range of 
strategies and tools for finding these. One of the earliest findings of the massive research 
on which the theory is based is that the vast majority of problems that require inventive 
solutions typically reflect a need to overcome a dilemma or a trade-off between two 
contradictory elements. The central purpose of TRIZ-based analysis is to systematically 
apply the strategies and tools to find superior solutions that overcome the need for a 
compromise or trade-off between the two elements.

Based on TRIZ
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The process
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Landscaping – finding unusual domains

A manufacturer of coffee machines 
has a problem with condensation
coming from the steam. Due to this 
the coffee powder sticks on the 
sprout 

the Filter
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Landscaping – finding unusual domains

Looking for unusual domains with a similar condensation problem 
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Landscaping – finding unusual domains

In which other domains do they have condensation problems
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http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url=/report/6265A1176FD2/analysis/cB76A8A4F98a
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url=/report/6265A1176FD2/analysis/cB76A8A4F98a
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Finding similar condensation contradiction for updating the filter  
decreasing versus increasing parameter 

Landscaping – finding unusual domains
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http://support.patentinspiration.com/entries/23309238-Overlay-analysis
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url=/report/6265A1176FD2/analysis/Ba5557ed7aED
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url=/report/6265A1176FD2/analysis/Ba5557ed7aED


Finding new nouns (perspectives) for updating the filter 

Landscaping – finding unusual domains
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http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url=/report/6265A1176FD2/analysis/7E6887b0a8A9
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url=/report/6265A1176FD2/analysis/7E6887b0a8A9


?

Finding new verbs (perspectives) for updating the filter 

Landscaping – finding unusual domains
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http://support.patentinspiration.com/entries/23285473-Text-analysis
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url=/report/6265A1176FD2/analysis/Cb5852Bc9570
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url=/report/6265A1176FD2/analysis/Cb5852Bc9570


Finding new ideality (perspectives) for updating the filter 

Landscaping – finding unusual domains
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http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url=/report/6265A1176FD2/analysis/AD0fDA55521B
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url=/report/6265A1176FD2/analysis/AD0fDA55521B


Finding new domains & industries (perspectives) for updating the filter 

Landscaping – finding unusual domains
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http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url=/report/6265A1176FD2/analysis/06ab690059a0
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url=/report/6265A1176FD2/analysis/06ab690059a0


Landscaping – finding unusual domains

Finding new fields(perspectives) for updating the filter 
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http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url=/report/6265A1176FD2/analysis/25961B13965F
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url=/report/6265A1176FD2/analysis/25961B13965F


Landscaping – finding unusual domains

Results of Landscaping -
a list of unusual domains
Self-cleaning
Medical devices
Defrosting
Hydrofobic
Ultrasound
………….
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Scouting – finding unusual relevant domains

unusual domains
Self-cleaning
Medical devices
Defrosting
Hydrofobic
Ultrasound
………….

What is relevant?
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Scouting – finding unusual relevant domains

Medical devices

What is relevant?

Filter
condensation
self-cleaning
flow
Outlet
IPC-code A61…
…..

unusual relevant
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Scouting – finding unusual relevant domains

Find out who are the main inventors in this domain
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http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url=/report/Fb903aa0b52c/analysis/8DbadAa03769
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url=/report/Fb903aa0b52c/analysis/8DbadAa03769


The number of patents per applicant versus time in years in this domain.

Scouting – finding unusual relevant domains
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http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url=/report/Fb903aa0b52c/analysis/Dfbf1f4414bc
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url=/report/Fb903aa0b52c/analysis/Dfbf1f4414bc


Which of the patents in your patent pool are most valuable

Scouting – finding unusual relevant domains
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http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url=/report/Fb903aa0b52c/analysis/8ee159c05Da6
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url=/report/Fb903aa0b52c/analysis/8ee159c05Da6


Scouting – finding unusual relevant sources

37 Which patent is interesting & relevant for you



Scouting – finding unusual relevant connections
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Which person is interesting & relevant for you to contact


